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Let X be a separable Banach space. Consider the problem
x9 s f t , x , t ) 0 .
D . x 0 s x g X , . 0
w .where the continuous function f : 0, ` = X ª X is locally Lipschitz continuous in
x, uniformly in t on bounded intervals, and continuous in t uniformly w.r.t. x. The
product integral formula
n T T
x T s lim I q f i x , 0 F T - t . nª` 0 max /n nis0
 .  .  .for the solution x t of D has been shown to converge. We also show that if f t, .
 .is Lipschitz continuous on X with constant L, then the mapping x ª x T is0
Lipschitz continuous with constant e LT for any T ) 0. This formula has been
recently developed for differential inclusions in Rn by Wolenski, but the infinite
dimensional case is considerably more involved. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
In what follows, let X be a separable Banach space.
5 5  .  .Let . be the norm of X. Let G t g L X, X , t ) 0, be a bounded
linear operator from X to X having the infinitesimal generator A. Denote
w x w xby C 0, T the Banach space of continuous functions from 0, T to XX
5 5 5  .5 w x w xwith the norm x s sup x t , set C 0, T s C 0, T and byt gw0, T x R
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5 5 T 5  .5 1w x 1 w xto X with the norm x s H x t dt. Set L 0, T s L 0, T . Let f :1 0 R
w .0, ` = X ª X be a continuous mapping and consider the initial value
problem
x9 t s Ax t q f t , x t , t ) 0, .  .  . .
D .f x 0 s x . . 0
 .A continuous function x is called a mild solution of D iff
t
x t s G t x q G t y s f s, x s ds, t ) 0. .  .  .  . .H0
0
 . w .If there exists t ) 0 such that x . exists on 0, t , then we call themax max
 .point x T , T - t the reachable point of x at T.max
The main focus of this paper is the reachable point. It can be repre-
sented as a product integral. An important feature of this presentation is
 .  .that the solutions of D need not be invoked to determine the point x T .
Wolenski has set up an exponential formula for differential inclusions in
n w x 1R 6 , but it is somewhat difficult to use that h is a C -approximation in
infinite dimensional spaces. The method we use here is discretization in
w xtime. This method was first explored by C. W. Cryer and L. Tavernini 1 in
n w x nR and then by K. Taubert 5 in R in the multivalued case. A. G.
w xKartsatos and M. E. Parrott 3 also used this method to study the
equations involving evolution operators. The proof of our main result of
this paper relies heavily on the initial value dependence for Lipschitz
w xdifferential inclusions by H. Frankowska 2 .
We state her result in the single value case.
1 w xLet g g L 0, T be a given function and y a solution for the problemX
w xy9 t s Ay t q g t , t g 0, T , .  .  . y 0 s y , . 0
  .4where A is the infinitesimal generator of the C -semigroup G t . Let0 w0, T x
w xf : 0, T = X ª X satisfy the following conditions:
 .  .H For each x g X, f ., x is measurable.1
 .  .  .H There exists a b ) 0 such that the mapping f t, . is k t -2
 .  . 1w xLipschitz on y t q bB, k . g L 0, T , where B is the unit ball in X.
 .   .   .. 1 w xH The function t ª d g t , f t, y t belongs to L 0, T .3 X
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 .  .  .THEOREM A. Suppose H , H , H are satisfied. Let d ) 0, M s1 2 3
5  .5sup G t . Sett gw0, T x
r t s d g t , f t , y t , .  .  . .
t
m t s M exp M r s ds , .  .H /0
t
h t s m t d q r s ds . .  .  .H /0
 . 5 5If h T - b , then for all x g X with y y x F d and « ) 0 we ha¨e0 0 0
5 5x t y y t F h t q « tm t , .  .  .  .
w xand for almost all t g 0, T ,
5 5f t y g t F k t a t q « tm t q r t q « . .  .  .  .  .  . .
In this paper we need the following concept.
 . w .DEFINITION. A mapping f t, x : 0, ` = X ª X is said to be a local
Lipschitz condition in x, uniformly in t on bounded intervals if for every
 .t9 ) 0 and constant c G 0, there is a constant L c, t9 such that
5 5 5 5f t , x y f t , y F L c, t9 x y y .  .  .
5 5 5 5 w xholds for all x, y g X with x F c, y F c, and t g 0, t9 .
 .  w x.We have an existence theorem for D see 4 .f
w x w .THEOREM B 4, p. 185 . Let f : 0, ` = X ª X be continuous in t for
t G 0 and local Lipschitz continuous in X, uniformly in t on bounded
 .inter¨ als. If A is the infinitesimal generator of a C semigroup G t on X, then0
 .for e¨ery x g X, there is a t - ` such that the initial problem D has a0 max f
w . 5  .5unique mild solution on 0, t . Moreo¨er, if t - `, then lim x tmax max t ª tma x
s `.
2. PRODUCT INTEGRAL FORMULA
Now we are at the position to present our main result.
w .THEOREM C. Let f : 0, ` = X ª X be a single ¨alue mapping such that
 .  . w xi for any T ) 0, f ,. x is uniformly continuous on 0, T for any
< <x g X, i.e., for a gi¨ en « ) 0, there exists d ) 0 such that if t y t - d ,1 2
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  .  ..then d f t , x , f t , x - « ;1 2
 .  .ii f t, x is locally Lipschitz on x, uniformly in t on bounded inter¨ als;
 . w xiii f is bounded on 0, T = X for any T ) 0.
Then we ha¨e the following product integral formula for the reachable point
 .of D ,
N T T
x T s lim I q f i x , 0 - T - t , P .  .nª` 0 max /N Nis0
where t is as in Theorem B.max
5  .5  . w x 4Proof. Let h s TrN and r s max f t, x : t, x g 0, T = X . Let
 .  .K s D x t q aB. Then K is bounded by, say m. So from ii and0 F t F T
Theorem B, letting c s m q hr, t9 s T , there is a constant L s L m q
. 5 5 w xhr, T such that f is Lipschitz on the ball x F m q hr on t g 0, T with
constant L.
Step 1. For a given a ) 0, we show that for all large N )
 4max N , N the inclusion1 2
j T T T
I q f i x g x j q aB P1 . 0 /  /n n nis0
 .holds for all j s 0, 1, . . . , N. Choose N such that h - ar4Lr exp LT T.1
 .  . < <From i , choose N such that for 0 - u - ar4 exp LT T , if t y t - h,2 i
  .  ..we have d f t, x , f t , x - u , ; x g X. To simplify the notation, seti
 .t s jh, then P1 can be rewritten asj
j
I q hf t x g x t q aB , j s 0, 1, 2, . . . , N. P2 .  . .  . i 0 j
is0
 .We will prove P2 by induction on j. The case j s 0 is trivial. For the
 .induction hypothesis, suppose P2 is true for 0 F k F j - N y 1, i.e.,
k








y s I q hf t x . . .jq1 i 0
is0
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 .We want to show that y g x t q aB. For every y , i s 0, 1, . . . , j,jq1 jq1 iq1
we have y s y q hu , whereiq1 i i
i
y s x , y s I q hf t x , u s f t , y , i s 0, 1, 2, . . . , j. .  . .0 0 i l 0 i i i
ls0
 . w xLet us define a mapping z . over 0, t byjq1
wz t s y q t y t u , t g t , t , i s 0, 1, . . . , j y 1, .  . .i i i i iq1
P5 .
z t s y q t y t u , t g t , t . .  .j j j j jq1
5 5  . 5 5 5  .5Since y F m from P4 and u - r, we get z t F m q hr. Choosei i
 . 1 w .  . 1 w xg t s u g L t , t , i s 0, 1, . . . , j y 1, and g t s u g L t , t ,i i X i iq1 j j X j jq1
 .then z . satisfies
¡z9 t s g t , .  .
~z t s y , i s 0, 1, . . . , j, .i i P6 .
jy1¢g t s  x g t q x g t . .  .  .is0 w t , t . i w t , t x ji iq1 j jq1
w x 5 5Now for any t g 0, t , notice that f is Lipschitz on the ball x F m qjq1
hr, we have for some i s 0, 1, . . . , j that
r t s d g t , f t , z t .  .  . . .
F d u , f t , y q d f t , y , f t , z t .  .  . . .  .i i i i i
s d f t , y , f t , z t .  . . .i i
F d f t , y , f t , z t q d f t , z t , f t , z t .  .  .  . . .  . .  .i i i i
5 5F L t y t u q d f t , z t , f t , z t .  .  . . . .i i i
F Lhr q u
a
F .
2 exp LT T .
 .   .. w x  .Because g . and f ., z . are measurable, so from 2, Lemma 1.5 , r . is
 .measurable. In order to apply Theorem A for P6 and the equation
w9 t s f t , w t , t g 0, t .  . . jq1
P7 . w 0 s x , . 0
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we still need to check other conditions:
t
m t s exp L ds s exp Lt , .  .H /0
< <d s x y x s 0,0 0
t
h t s m t 0 q r s ds .  .  .H /0
- exp LT T .max r s .  .0 F sF T
a
- exp LT T . .




 .  .Now applying Theorem A, the difference between z t and w t is
5 5x t y z t F h t q «Tm t .  .  .  .
a
- q «T exp LT . .
2
Since « is arbitrary, we get
a
5 5w t y z t F - a , 0 F t F t . .  . jq12
Fix t s t . Thenjq1
5 5 5 5w t y y s x t y z t - a . .  .  .jq1 jq1 jq1 jq1
 . w x  .The next thing is to prove that w t , t g 0, t is the restriction of x t tojq1
w x0, t . This is true from the uniqueness of Theorem B. Thusjq1
d y , x t - a . . jq1 jq1
 .Therefore, by the induction, P2 is true for all j, j F N.
w xStep 2. We need a lemma 5, Lemma 2.2 .
LEMMA. Suppose a , b , m , m , m , . . . , m are real constants satisfying0 1 2 n
m s a q b m for j s 0, 1, 2, . . . , n y 1. Thenjq1 j
1 y b n¡
na q b m , b / 1,0~  /1 y bm sn ¢na q m , b s 1.0
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Now we choose m , j s 0, 1, 2, . . . , n y 1 such that m s 0, m s 1j 0 jq1
.q Lh m q 1. Thus from the Lemma, let a s 1, b s 1 q Lh, and we havej
1 jq1m s 1 q Lh y 1 .jq1 Lh
1




LTm h F e y 1 P8 .  .jq1 L
is bounded. Now if N is large enough, we claim that
N 1
LTx T g I q hf t x q e y 1 b q hLr B , P9 .  .  .  .  . . i 0 NLis0
where
5 5 w xb s sup f t , u y f t , u , t g t , t q h ,  .  .N i i i
u g X , i s 0, 1, . . . , N y 1 .4
From the uniform continuity about f , we see that b ª 0 and thusN
 .  LT . .1rL e y 1 b q hLr ª 0 as N ª `. Inductively, suppose for 0 F jN
- N the estimate
5 5 2y y x t F hm b q m h Lr P10 . .j j j N j
 .holds. When j s 0, P10 is trivial. Since by the choice of N, we have
hm b q m h2Lr - a , a as in the first step. Hence, y g K, ; j.j n j j
 .Now assume that P10 is true for 1 F i F j F N y 1, i.e.,
5 5 2y y x t F hm b q m h Lr . P11 .  .i i j N i
We are going to show that
5 5 2y y x t F hm b q m h Lr . P12 . .jq1 jq1 jq1 N jq1
j w  .x  .Let y s x , y s  I q hf t x , u s f t , y , y s y q hu , j s0 0 j is0 i 0 j j j jq1 j j
0, 1, . . . , N y 1 as in the first step. Since
t





5 5y y x t .jq1 jq1
tjq1s y q hu y x t y f s, x s ds . . . Hj j j
t j
5 5 5 5F y y x t q hf t , y y hf t , x t .  .  .j j j j j j
t jq1 5 5q f t , x t y f s, x s ds . . . .H j j
t j
5 5 5 5F y y x t q h f t , y y f t , x t .  .  . .j j j j j j
t jq1 5 5q f t , x t y f s, x t .  . .  .H j j j
t j
5 5q f s, x t y f s, x s ds . . . .j
t jq15 5 5 5 5 5F y y x t q hL y y x t q hb q L x t y x s ds . .  .  .Hj j j j n j
tj
5 5 2P13 F 1 q hL y y x t q hb q h Lr .  . .  .j j N
P11 F 1 q hL hm b q m h2Lr q hb q h2Lr .  . .  .j N j N
2s 1 q hL m q 1 hb q 1 q hL m q 1 h Lr .  .j N j
s hm b q m h2Lr .jq1 N jq1
 .  .Consequently, the estimate P9 holds for j q 1. When j s N, P8 and
 .P10 give us
1
LT5 5y y x T F e y 1 b q hLr . P14 .  .  .  .N NL
 .  . N Finally, P9 follows from P14 and the observation that y g  I qN is0
 ..hf t x . This completes our proof.i 0
As a direct result of this formula, we have
COROLLARY 1. If f is autonomous and the conditions in the Theorem
hold, then we get
nT
x T s lim I q f x , 0 F T - t . .  .nª` 0 max /n
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 .COROLLARY 2. Let L be the Lipschitz constant of f t, x on X. Then the
 . LTmapping x ª x T is a Lipschitz mapping with the constant e on X.
 .  .Proof. It is easy to see that I q Trn f t. is Lipschitz with constant
 . n w  .  .x1 q Trn L. It follows that f s  I q Trn f t is Lipschitz withn is0 i
  . .n  .  .  .constant 1 q Trn L . Let x t , y t be the solutions of D to the initial
5 5points x, y and T ) 0. By using the lower semicontinuity of . and the
Theorem, we obtain
5 5 5 5x T y y T s lim f x y f y .  .  .  . .n n n
5 5F lim f x y f y .  .n n n
nT
5 5F lim 1 q L x y yn  /n
LT 5 5s e x y y .
 . LTWe conclude that the mapping x ª x T is an e Lipschitz continuous
mapping X with constant e LT.
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